
PRODUCTIVITY PACK™ FOR  
PIVOTAL CRM
Time-saving features for increased usability that unleash the power of Pivotal

DATA SHEET

Aptean’s Productivity Pack™ helps users get things done faster and in the most efficient way thereby increasing productivity. The Productivity 

Pack™ requires almost no coding and is highly configurable.

The Productivity Pack™ enhances the power of Pivotal by providing user friendly 

features that revolutionizes how you create and manage data. It will save you time, 

money and will add value to how you do business.

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

PRACTICALLY NO CODING REQUIRED

With practically no coding required, administrators can easily configure the features 

from an easy-to-use interface. The Productivity Pack™ utilizes the data that is core to 

your Pivotal platform and transforms it into meaningful information that you can use to 

generate more business.

HIGHLY CONFIGURABLE

The Productivity Pack™ sits on top of even the most customized Pivotal 6.X systems 

and can be configured to meet your business needs. You can choose how you want to 

leverage its features and what outcomes you’d like to see.
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Easily sum or average any 
column - just like Excel™.

SUMMARIZE COLUMNS

REVOLUTIONARY DATA ENTRY AND PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS    

Select records and navigate to 
any related records naturally, 
reducing the need to create 
queries.

HYPER-NAVIGATION™

PIVOT TABLES AND CHARTS    

Excel-style Pivot Tables right within Pivotal. 
Instantly convert any selected data to a 
Pivot Table without writing a single line of 
code.

PIVOT TABLES

Save multiple layouts for robust and   
easy-to-configure reporting solutions.

MULTIPLE LAYOUTS

Chart and print anything.

PIVOT CHARTS

Easily edit records “Inline” 
from within a search result list.

INLINE EDITING
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Instantly convert any Search Result List 
into a powerful Grid Control that offers 
the sorting, filtering, grouping, and sub-
totaling features of Excel™.

POWER GRID™

Preview anything with the easy to configure 
HTML editor, merging data from the selected 
row, to create a form-within-a-form effect and 
driving amazing performance gains.

PREVIEW PANES

POWER GRID™    

The most robust data merging tool available 
anywhere. Use ETemplates to create preview 
panes, batch emails, single emails, and MS 
Word or PDF documents.

ETEMPLATES

Create rich HTML emails by merging any field, 
including the multiple rows of secondary 
data, and merge crystal reports per record as 
attached PDFs.

BATCH MAIL MADE EASY

ETEMPLATES

Simple formula editor to conditionally 
format rows and cells to call attention to 
important data.

CONDITIONAL FORMATTING
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Feature Benefit Standard 
Edition

Professional 
Edition

SUMMARIZE 
COLUMNS

Are you exporting data to Excel or using a report just to do simple computation, like adding up 
opportunity values? With the Summarize Columns feature, just select the row of any grid or SRL in 
Pivotal and with a single click see the Total, Average and Count of any column. 

× ×

BATCH EDITOR
Perform updates on mutiple Pivotal records at once while still maintaining data integrity, running server-
side business logic and enforcing Pivotal security rules. Update records in seconds versus minutes. × ×

EDITABLE SEARCH 
RESULT LISTS

Tired of opening records one by one to make simple edits? Editable Search Result Lists  provide Excel-
like features to edit information directly from the list. × ×

QUICK ADD 
SECONDARY ROWS

Add secondary information with a single click using multiple-choice checkboxes to quickly add 
information to any grid. × ×

PREVIEW PANES - 
EMAIL & OTHER DATA

Create robust preview windows with the HTML Editor and its ability to merge any field from the primary 
record, parent record or even secondary records. × ×

CONTEXT MENUS 
Context Menus gives you access highly useful features with one click from a form grid or Search Result 
List. These menus are configurable so you can present the features that are most relevant to your 
organization.

× ×

HYPER-NAVIGATION™ 
The Hyper-navigation™ feature allows you to get to related information in the most natural way. If you 
are viewing a list of your contacts, with one click you can see all open opportunites for those contacts.  
Write less queries with the hyper-navigation features.

× ×

TAB TOOLS 

Have you ever clicked on a Tab just to find that it has no information? Are you just looking for summary 
information like whether the are any opportunities or service tickets in progress. Tab Tools allow you to 
see sum and count information presented on the Tab itself so you have that information available front 
and center.

× ×

SQL QUERY TOOL 
The SQL Query Tool allows designated users and administrators to write sophisticated SQL queries 
within the Pivotal Client. Query results are presented as a native Pivotal SRL allowing you to then work 
with the data.

× ×

ETEMPLATES™
ETemplates™ provide a user-friendly way to merge Pivotal data into Preview Panes, batch emails, single 
emails, and MS Word or PDF documents. × ×

DOCUMENT 
MANAGEMENT™  

The Document Management™ functionality allows a single document to automatically link to mutiple 
Pivotal records. If you are looking for a solution to store documents to a specified FilePath or separate 
SQL database, this module is a good alternative to Pivotal's exisiting Document Management™ solution 
which focuses on SharePoint.

× ×

GEOCODING™
Want to create a new contact, company, opportunity and even a note all at once? The GeoCodding™ 
feature provides a Quick Create form with automatic Zip Code Lookup and GeoCoding™ to reduce 
data entry errors.

× ×

LOGGING 
The Logging feature tracks changes made to Pivotal data. The table and Record_Id, timestamp, the user 
that made the modification, the field that was modified, and the old and new values are all captured. ×

NOTIFICATION 
MODULE™ 

Always be in the know by subscribing to events and getting real-time alerts via email, or a summary 
digest of events. Get notified when an opportunity closes or when a service ticket is logged for a tier 1 
customer. The possibilities are endless.

× ×

POWERGRID™ 
Turn any Search Result List into a powerful grid to group data, get sub-totals, filter columns and view 
conditional formatting of rows and/or cells without having to leave the Pivotal application. ×

ADVANCED 
INTERACTION 
SEARCH™

Finding activity and interaction information is made easy with the Advanced Interaction Search™ 
functionality. Search using keywords and filter on both the subject and body of an email, meeting, task 
or note. 

× ×

PIVOT TABLE
Convert any data from a Search Result List into an Excel-like Pivot Table or Chart for added flexibility in 
how you analyze and report on CRM data. ×

POWER MAPPING™ Gives you the power and convenience of maps to better analyze and act on Pivotal data. ×

SENDGRID™ 

The SendGrid Connector™ provides an out-of-the-box integration between SendGrid and Pivotal 
to send email communications. The SendGrid Connector™ brings email delivery statistics back to 
your Pivotal system in real-time so you can take action on usable information that helps analyze the 
effectiveness of your email campaigns.

ADD ON ADD ON

POWER TOOLKIT™ 
Power Toolkit™ adds time saving features for a customizer such as the ability to generate new tables, 
client forms and SRLs in minutes. You can easily apply and manage security across all entities, visually 
edit an SRL, manage the language dictionary and use health check tools.

ADD ON ADD ON

START BEING MORE PRODUCTIVE TODAY    
We have developed two Productivity Pack™ offerings to help fit your business needs - a Standard Edition and Professional Edition.   
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About Aptean: Aptean helps businesses profit, innovate and grow where the work gets done—in the call center, on the 
floor of the factory, at the end of the assembly line. That’s where Aptean’s CRM, Complaints Management, ERP and Supply 
Chain software applications enable nearly 5,000 customers to satisfy their customers, operate more efficiently and stay at the 
forefront of their industry.  

Aptean is where software WORKS. For more information, visit www.aptean.com.

ALREADY USING THE PRODUCTIVITY PACK™?    
If you are already using some of the Productivity Pack™ functionality and are interested in additional features, talk to your Account Manager 

on how to upgrade to the Professional Edition. 

To learn more about Productivity Pack™ and the right edition for you, please contact your Account Manager or email info@aptean.com.


